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Abstract. The subgrid-scale representation of hydrometeor fields is important for calculating micro-

physical process rates. In order to represent subgrid-scale variability, the Cloud Layers Unified By

Binormals (CLUBB) parameterization uses a multivariate Probability Density Function (PDF). In

addition to vertical velocity, temperature, and moisture fields, the PDF includes hydrometeor fields.

Previously, each hydrometeor field was assumed to follow a multivariate single lognormal distribu-5

tion. Now, in order to better represent the distribution of hydrometeors, two new multivariate PDFs

are formulated and introduced.

The new PDFs represent hydrometeors using either a delta-lognormal or a delta-double-lognormal

shape. The two new PDF distributions, plus the previous single lognormal shape, are compared to

histograms of data taken from Large-Eddy Simulations (LES)of a precipitating cumulus case, a10

drizzling stratocumulus case, and a deep convective case. Finally, the warm microphysical process

rates produced by the different hydrometeor PDFs are compared to the same process rates produced

by the LES.

1 Introduction

The atmospheric portion of the hydrological cycle depends on the formation and dissipation of pre-15

cipitation. In a numerical model, precipitation processesare represented by the microphysics process

rates. These process rates are highly dependent on the values of hydrometeor fields at any place and

time. Hydrometeors (such as rain water mixing ratio) can vary significantly on spatial scales smaller

than the size of a numerical model grid box (Boutle et al., 2014; Lebsock et al., 2013). This means

that a good representation of subgrid-scale variability isimportant for the parameterization of mi-20

crophysical process rates.

Subgrid-scale variability (but not spatial organization)can be accounted for through use of a

Probability Density Function (PDF). PDFs have been used in atmospheric modeling to account for

subgrid variability in moisture and temperature (e.g., Mellor, 1977; Sommeria and Deardorff, 1977;

Tompkins, 2002; Naumann et al., 2013) in order to calculate such fields as cloud fraction and mean25

(liquid) cloud mixing ratio, and have been extended to vertical velocity in order to calculate fields
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such as liquid water flux (Lewellen and Yoh, 1993; Lappen and Randall, 2001; Larson et al., 2002;

Bogenschutz et al., 2010; Firl and Randall, 2015). PDFs havebeen used in microphysics to account

for subgrid variability in cloud water (Zhang et al., 2002; Morrison and Gettelman, 2008) and in

warm hydrometeor fields (Larson and Griffin, 2006, 2013; Cheng and Xu, 2009; Kogan and Mechem,30

2014, 2015) in order to calculate warm microphysics processrates. They also have been used to rep-

resent cloud ice (Kärcher and Burkhardt, 2008).

Regarding the PDF’s functional form, generality is highly desired. For instance, we would like

the PDF to be capable of representing interactions among species, such as accretion (collection) of

cloud droplets by rain drops. In addition, the PDF should be able to represent a variety of cloud35

types, such as cumulus and stratocumulus. Generality in thePDF’s functional form is important

because it facilitates the formulation of unified cloud parameterizations (e.g., Lappen and Randall,

2001; Neggers et al., 2009; Sušelj et al., 2013; Bogenschutzand Krueger, 2013; Guo et al., 2015;

Cheng and Xu, 2015; Thayer-Calder et al., 2015).

Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) is a single-columnmodel that uses a multivariate40

PDF to account for the subgrid-scale variability of model fields (Golaz et al., 2002a, b; Larson and Golaz,

2005). The original PDF used by CLUBB consisted of only vertical velocity,w, total water mixing

ratio (vapor + liquid cloud),rt, and liquid water potential temperature,θl. The PDF is a weighted

mixture, or sum, of two multivariate normal functions. Eachone of these multivariate normal func-

tions is known as a PDF component. Although a normal distribution is unskewed, the two-component45

shape makes it possible to include skewness in model fields.

Larson and Griffin (2013) extended CLUBB’s PDF to account forsubgrid variability in rain wa-

ter mixing ratio,rr, and rain drop concentration (per unit mass),Nr. Each of these hydrome-

teor species was assumed to follow a single lognormal (SL) distribution on the subgrid domain.

This treatment worked well for calculating microphysics process rates in a drizzling stratocumulus50

case (Griffin and Larson, 2013). Subsequently, CLUBB’s PDF was extended to other hydrometeor

species involving ice, snow, and graupel.

However, the single lognormal treatment of hydrometeors isless successful when it is applied

to a partly cloudy, precipitating case. The problem is that the single lognormal assumes that a hy-

drometeor is found (that is, has a value greater than 0) at every point on the subgrid domain. This55

is not realistic in a partly cloudy regime, such as precipitating shallow cumulus, which has non-zero

precipitation over only a small fraction of the domain.

Consider an example in which rain covers 10% of the grid level. Then the within-precipitation

mean ofrr is ten times greater than the grid-mean value. This can causeproblems when microphysics

process rates are calculated using the SL. The accretion rate of rr is proportional to the value ofrr60

inside cloud. In this example, the SL, which distributes thelognormal around the grid mean, would

underpredict accretion rate because it causesrr to be too small in cloud. Likewise, evaporation rate
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is proportional to the value ofrr outside cloud. The SL would overpredict evaporation rate because

it spreadsrr throughout the domain, including the clear portion.

The solution to this problem is to account for the non-precipitating region of the subgrid domain.65

This is done by representing the non-precipitating region of the domain with a delta function at

a value of the hydrometeor of0. The within-precipitation (or “in-precip.”) portion of the subgrid

domain can still be handled by using a single lognormal distribution to represent subgrid variability

in the hydrometeor species. The resulting distribution is called a delta-lognormal (DL). In the above

example with 10% rain fraction, the (in-precip.) lognormalfrom the DL PDF would be distributed70

around the in-precip. mean, as desired, rather than around the grid mean, which is a factor of 10

smaller.

Further improvements in accuracy can be achieved with relatively minor modifications to the PDF.

As previously mentioned, CLUBB’s PDF contains two components. Each of these components can

be easily subdivided into an in-precip. sub-component and an outside-precip. sub-component. The75

result is a delta-lognormal representation of the hydrometeor field in each PDF component. Both

delta functions are at0 and represent the region outside of precipitation, but the within-precipitation

hydrometeor values are distributed as two lognormals that may have different means and variances.

When the two lognormals differ in some way, the resulting distribution is called a delta-double-

lognormal (DDL). Figure 1 illustrates the SL, DL, and DDL hydrometeor PDF shapes.80

The main purpose of this paper is to present the formulation of an updated multivariate PDF that

extends CLUBB’s traditional PDF to include the DL and DDL hydrometeor PDF shapes. Addition-

ally, a new method is derived to divide thegrid-box mean and variance of a hydrometeor species into

PDF component means and standard deviations. A secondary purpose of this paper is to present a

preliminary comparison of the new PDF shapes with PDFs output by large-eddy simulations (LESs).85

The SL, DL, and DDL hydrometeor PDF shapes are compared to histograms of hydrometeor data

taken from precipitating LES. Additionally, microphysicsprocess rates are calculated using each of

the idealized PDF shapes and compared to microphysics process rates taken from the LES.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2gives a detailed description of the

new PDF. Section 3 discusses the PDF parameters and includesthe derivation of a new method to90

divide the grid-box mean and variance into PDF component means and standard deviations for a

hydrometeor species. Section 4 describes the LES setup and the test cases, as well as the driving of

CLUBB’s PDF for the tests. Section 5 presents a comparison ofhydrometeors between the LES and

the SL, DL, and DDL PDF shapes. The comparison includes plotsof PDFs, Kolmogorov-Smirnov

and Cramer-von Mises scores, and microphysics process rates. Section 6 contains all conclusions.95
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2 Description of the multivariate PDF

We now describe how the multivariate PDF used by CLUBB is modified to improve the represen-

tation of hydrometeors. Perhaps the most important modification is the introduction of precipitation

fraction,fp, to the PDF. Precipitation fraction is defined as the fraction of the subgrid domain that

contains any kind of precipitation (where any hydrometeor species has a positive value). In order to100

account for any precipitation-less region in the subgrid domain, the PDF is modified to add a delta

function at a value of0 for all hydrometeor species. Each PDF component contains its own precipi-

tation fraction. Expressed generally for a PDF ofn components, the overall precipitation fraction is

related to the component precipitation fractions by

fp =
n∑

i=1

ξ(i)fp(i), (1)105

wherefp(i) denotes precipitation fraction in theith PDF component, and where0≤ fp(i) ≤ 1 for

all fp(i). Additionally

n∑

i=1

ξ(i) = 1, (2)

whereξ(i) is the relative weight, or mixture fraction, of theith PDF component, and where0 <

ξ(i) < 1 for all ξ(i). A PDF with more than one component requires that each PDF component have110

a mixture fraction.

Before writing the form of the multi-component PDF, we digress to discuss a special case, the

cloud droplet concentration (per unit mass),Nc. In Larson and Griffin (2013),Nc was introduced to

the PDF and was assumed to follow a single lognormal distribution. This assumption forNc means

that when any cloud is found at a grid level,Nc > 0 at every point on the subgrid domain. This is115

unphysical in a partly cloudy situation, for cloud dropletswould be found at points where cloud

water is not found. Additionally, the single lognormal treatment ofNc can cause problems with the

microphysics. The grid-level mean ofNc, denotedNc (for the remainder of this paper, an overbar

denotes a grid-level mean and a prime denotes a turbulent value), is handed to the PDF by the model,

and this mean value includes clear air in a partly cloudy situation. This results in a value ofNc that is120

much smaller than the in-cloud values ofNc. Since the single lognormal inNc is distributed around

Nc, Nc is much too small in cloud for cases with small cloud fraction, leading to an excessive

autoconversion (raindrop formation) rate.

In order to distributeNc where (and only where) cloud water mixing ratio,rc, is found on the

subgrid domain, it cannot use the same method as the other hydrometeors. Hydrometeors such as125

rr can be found outside cloud whererc is not found, or alternatively hydrometeors might be absent

inside cloud whererc is found. Instead the PDF is modified so that a new variable,Ncn, replacesNc

in the PDF. The variableNcn is a mathematical construct that can be viewed as an extendedcloud

droplet concentration or even as a simplified, conservativecloud condensation nuclei concentration.
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Ncn is distributed as a single lognormal over the subgrid domain. Nc is set equal toNcn at points130

where cloud water is found, but otherwise is set to 0 when no cloud water is found (see Eq. (4)

below). The value ofNcn is (at least approximately) the in-cloud mean ofNc, and is based onNc

and cloud fraction.

The PDF includes all the hydrometeor species found in the chosen microphysics scheme with the

exception ofrc, which is calculated from other variables in the PDF througha saturation adjustment,135

andNc, which is described above. In addition torr andNr, a microphysics scheme may include

hydrometeor species such as ice mixing ratio,ri, ice crystal concentration (per unit mass),Ni, snow

mixing ratio,rs, snowflake concentration (per unit mass),Ns, graupel mixing ratio,rg, and graupel

concentration (per unit mass),Ng. The vector containing all the hydrometeor species included in the

PDF will be denotedh. The full PDF can be written asP (w,rt,θl,Ncn,h).140

In order to calculate quantities that depend on saturation,such asrc and cloud fraction, a PDF

transformation is required. The PDF transformation is a change of coordinates. The multivariate

PDF undergoes translation, stretching, and rotation of theaxes (Larson et al., 2005; Mellor, 1977).

Within each PDF component, a separate PDF transformation takes place. Theith component PDF,

P(i) (w,rt,θl,Ncn,h), is transformed toP(i) (w,χ,η,Ncn,h), whereχ is an “extended" liquid water145

mixing ratio that, when the air is supersaturated, has a positive value and furthermore is equal torc.

When the air is subsaturated,χ has a negative value. The variableη is orthogonal toχ. The variables

rc andNc can now be written as

rc = χH (χ) and (3)

Nc = Ncn H (χ) , (4)150

whereH (x) is the Heaviside step function.

The general form of a PDF withn components andD variables (whetherD includes all the

variables in the PDF or any subset of those variables in a multivariate marginal PDF) can be written

as

P (x1,x2, . . . ,xD) =
n∑

i=1

ξ(i)P(i) (x1,x2, . . . ,xD) . (5)155

Of theD variables listed, the firstJ variables are normally distributed in each PDF component (i.e.

w, rt, andθl, orw, χ andη), the nextK variables are lognormally distributed (i.e.Ncn), and the last

Ω variables are the hydrometeor species, such thatD = J +K +Ω. Theith component of the PDF,

P(i) (x1,x2, . . . ,xD), accounts for both the precipitating and precipitation-less regions, and is given

by160

P(i) (x1,x2, . . . ,xD) = fp(i)P(J,K+Ω)(i) (x1,x2, . . . ,xD)

+
(
1− fp(i)

)
P(J,K)(i) (x1,x2, . . . ,xJ+K)

(
D∏

ǫ=J+K+1

δ (xǫ)

)
. (6)
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where the subscripts in theith component, e.g.,P(J,K)(i), denotes the number of normal variates,

e.g.J , and the number of lognormal variates, e.g.K.

Each original PDF component is split into precipitating andprecipitation-less sub-components.

The component means, variances, and correlations for variablesx1 . . .xJ+K do not differ between165

the precipitating and precipitation-less parts of Eq. (6).This greatly simplifies the procedure for

parameterizing the component means and variances, given the grid-level means and variances. Ad-

ditionally, keeping the component means and variances the same between the within-precipitation

and outside-precipitation parts of Eq. (6) allows the PDF tobe reduced back to prior versions. For

instance, the multivariate PDF in Eqs. (5) and (6) reduces tothe version given in Larson and Griffin170

(2013) when allfp(i) = 1 and various PDF parameters are chosen appropriately. Furthermore, when

microphysics is not used in a simulation, hydrometeors are not found in the PDF. In this scenario,

the PDF reduces to the original version found in Golaz et al. (2002a).

The PDF does not contain a fraction for each hydrometeor species or type, but rather one pre-

cipitation fraction. Each PDF component is split into two sub-components (within-precipitation and175

outside-precipitation). Including a fraction for each hydrometeor type (rain, snow, etc.) would cause

the number of sub-components to grow exponentially with thenumber of fractions. Usingnf hy-

drometeor fractions increases the number of sub-components to2nf in each PDF component. This

would make setting the PDF parameters associated with each sub-component increasingly difficult.

The multivariate PDF can be adjusted to account for a situation when a variable has a constant180

value in a PDF (sub-)component. In that situation, the variable can be reduced to a delta function at

the (sub-)component mean value. A good example of this wouldbe settingNcn to a constant value

in order to use a constant in-cloud value of cloud droplet concentration. This is also especially useful

when dealing with more than one hydrometeor. If one hydrometeor species is found at a grid level,

but another hydrometeor species is not found at that level, the hydrometeor that is not found can185

reduce to a delta function at0 in the precipitating sub-component of Eq. (6).

The general form of them-variate hybrid normal/lognormal distribution in theith PDF compo-

nent,P(j,k)(i) (x1,x2, . . . ,xm), which is found in each sub-component of Eq. (6), consists ofj nor-

mal variates andk lognormal variates, wherem = j+k. The firstj variables are normally distributed

and the remainingk variables are lognormally distributed. The multivariate normal/lognormal PDF190

is given by (Fletcher and Zupanski, 2006)

P(j,k)(i) (x1,x2, . . . ,xm) =
1

(2π)
m
2

∣∣Σ(i)

∣∣ 1
2




m∏

τ=j+1

1
xτ




× exp
{
−1

2
(
x−µ(i)

)T
Σ−1

(i)

(
x−µ(i)

)}
. (7)

Bothx andµ(i) arem×1 vectors, wherex is a vector of the variables (in normal-space) in the PDF

andµ(i) is a vector of the (normal-space) PDF sub-component means. The notationT denotes the

transpose of the vector. Them×m (normal-space) covariance matrix is denotedΣ(i) and its determi-195
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nant is denoted
∣∣Σ(i)

∣∣ (Fletcher and Zupanski, 2006). The advantage of asingle multivariate PDF,

as opposed to a collection of individual marginal PDFs, is that the multivariate PDF accounts for

correlations among the variables in the PDF. This is advantageous when calculating such quantities

as rain water accretion rate and rain water evaporation rate.

When variables are integrated out of the full multivariate PDF, the result is a multivariate marginal200

PDF consisting of fewer variables. When all variables but oneare integrated out of the PDF, the result

is a univariate marginal or individual marginal PDF. For anyhydrometeor species,h, found in the

full multivariate PDF in Eq. (5), the univariate marginal distribution is

P (h) =
n∑

i=1

ξ(i)

(
fp(i)PL(i) (h) +

(
1− fp(i)

)
δ (h)

)
, (8)

wherePL(i) (h) is a lognormal distribution in theith PDF component, which is given by205

PL(i) (h) =
1

(2π)
1
2 σ̃h(i) h

exp

{
−

(
lnh− µ̃h(i)

)2

2 σ̃2
h(i)

}
. (9)

The within-precipitation mean ofh in theith PDF component isµh(i). This is the mean of theith

lognormal ofh. However,µ̃h(i), as in Eq. (9), is the normal-space component mean ofh. It is the

within-precipitation mean oflnh in theith PDF component and is given by

µ̃h(i) = ln


µh(i)

(
1+

σ2
h(i)

µ2
h(i)

)− 1
2

 , (10)210

whereσh(i) is the within-precipitation standard deviation ofh in theith PDF component. The quan-

tity σh(i) is the standard deviation of theith lognormal ofh. The normal-space component standard

deviation ofh is σ̃h(i), as found in Eq. (9). It is the within-precipitation standard deviation oflnh in

theith PDF component and is given by

σ̃h(i) =

√√√√ln

(
1+

σ2
h(i)

µ2
h(i)

)
. (11)215

The variables that are distributed marginally as binormalsuse similar notation. For example,µw(i)

is the mean ofw in the ith PDF component, or the mean of theith normal. Likewise,σw(i) is the

standard deviation ofw in theith PDF component, or the standard deviation of theith normal.

3 PDF parameters

This paper will use the phrase “PDF parameters" to refer to the PDFcomponent means, standard220

deviations, and correlations involving variables in the PDF, as well as the mixture fractions and

the PDF component precipitation fractions. The PDF parameters are calculated from various grid-

mean input variables. In this paper, the component means, standard deviations, and correlations

involving w, rt, andθl, and the mixture fractions,ξ(1) and ξ(2), are calculated according to the
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Analytic Double Gaussian 2 (ADG2) PDF, as described in Appendix (e) of Larson et al. (2002).225

ADG2 requires as input and does not change the values of the following quantities: the overall

(grid-box) mean, variance, and third-order central momentof w (w, w′2, andw′3, respectively), the

overall mean and variance ofrt (rt andr′2t , respectively), and the overall mean and variance ofθl (θl

andθ′2l , respectively). Additionally, ADG2 requires and preserves the overall covariance ofw and

rt (w′r′t), the overall covariance ofw andθl (w′θ′l), and the overall covariance ofrt andθl (r′tθ
′
l).230

All of the aforementioned quantities are prognosed or diagnosed in CLUBB and are not the subject

of this paper.

The individual marginal distribution forNcn is specified to be a single lognormal over the entire

subgrid domain. This requires that both PDF component meansequal the overall (grid-box) mean

(µNcn(1) = µNcn(2) = Ncn). Likewise, this requires that both PDF component standarddeviations235

equal the overall standard deviation (σNcn(1) = σNcn(2) = N ′2
cn

1/2
).

When no hydrometeor species are found at a grid level (h = 0), fp = fp(1) = fp(2) = 0. Other-

wise, if any hydrometeor species inh is found at a grid level (has a value greater than0), fp|tol ≤
fp ≤ 1, wherefp|tol is the minimum value allowed for precipitation fraction when hydrometeors are

present. We now describe how CLUBB parameterizesfp(1) andfp(2), givenfp. First, we note that240

fp = ξ(1)fp(1) + ξ(2)fp(2). (12)

A tunable parameter,υ∗ (where the∗ subscript denotes a tunable or adjustable parameter), is intro-

duced and is defined as the ratio ofξ(1)fp(1) to fp, where0≤ υ∗ ≤ 1. The precipitation fraction of

PDF component 1 is solved by

fp(1) = min
(

υ∗fp

ξ(1)
, 1

)
. (13)245

The PDF component 2 precipitation fraction can now be solvedby

fp(2) = min
(

fp − ξ(1)fp(1)

ξ(2)
, 1

)
. (14)

Whenfp(1) calculated by Eq. (13) is small enough to forcefp(2) calculated by Eq. (14) to be limited

at1, the value offp(1) is recalculated (withfp(2) = 1) and is increased enough to satisfy Eq. (12).

3.1 Hydrometeor PDF parameters250

A mean-and-variance-preserving method is used to calculate the within-precipitation means of the

hydrometeor field in the two PDF components,µh(1) andµh(2), and the within-precipitation standard

deviations of the hydrometeor field in the two PDF components, σh(1) andσh(2). The fields that need

to be provided as inputs are the overall (grid-box) mean of the hydrometeor,h, the overall variance

of the hydrometeor,h′2, the mixture fraction in each PDF component,ξ(1) and ξ(2), the overall255

precipitation fraction,fp, and the precipitation fraction in each PDF component,fp(1) andfp(2).
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Given these inputs, the within-precipitation mean of the hydrometeor,h|ip, can be calculated by

h|ip =
h

fp
, (15)

and the within-precipitation variance of the hydrometeor,h|′2ip , can be calculated by

h|′2ip =
h′2 +h

2− fp h|ip
2

fp
. (16)260

The grid-level mean value of any function that is written in terms of variables involved in the PDF

can be found be integrating over the product of that functionand the PDF. For example,

h =

∞∫

0

hP (h) dh and h′2 =

∞∫

0

(
h−h

)2
P (h) dh. (17)

After integrating, the equation forh expressed in terms of PDF parameters is

h = ξ(1)fp(1)µh(1) + ξ(2)fp(2)µh(2). (18)265

Likewise, the equation forh′2 expressed in terms of PDF parameters is

h′2 = ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µ2

h(1) +σ2
h(1)

)
+ ξ(2)fp(2)

(
µ2

h(2) +σ2
h(2)

)
−h

2
. (19)

When the hydrometeor is not found at a grid level,h = h′2 = 0 and thecomponent means and

standard deviations of the hydrometeor also have a value of0. When the hydrometeor is found at a

grid level,h > 0. Precipitation may be found in only PDF component 1, only PDFcomponent 2, or270

in both PDF components. When precipitation is found in only PDF component 1,µh(2) = σh(2) = 0

andµh(1) andσh(1) can easily be solved by Eq. (18) and Eq. (19). Likewise, when precipitation is

found in only PDF component 2,µh(1) = σh(1) = 0 andµh(2) andσh(2) can easily be solved by the

same equation set.

When there is precipitation found in both PDF components, further information is required to275

solve for the two component means and the two component standard deviations. The variableR is

introduced such that

R≡
σ2

h(2)

µ2
h(2)

. (20)

In order to allow the ratio ofσ2
h(1) to µ2

h(1) to vary, the parameterζ∗ is introduced, such that

R (1+ ζ∗) =
σ2

h(1)

µ2
h(1)

, (21)280

whereζ∗ >−1. When ζ∗ > 0, then σ2
h(1)/µ2

h(1) increases at the expense ofσ2
h(2)/µ2

h(2), which

decreases in this variance-preserving equation set. Whenζ∗ = 0, thenσ2
h(1)/µ2

h(1) = σ2
h(2)/µ2

h(2).
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When−1 < ζ∗ < 0, thenσ2
h(2)/µ2

h(2) increases at the expense ofσ2
h(1)/µ2

h(1), which decreases.

Combining Eq. (19), Eq. (20), and Eq. (21), the equation forh′2 can be rewritten as

h′2 = ξ(1)fp(1) (1+R (1+ ζ∗))µ2
h(1) + ξ(2)fp(2) (1+R)µ2

h(2)−h
2
. (22)285

Both the variance of each PDF component and the spread between the means of each PDF com-

ponent contribute to the within-precipitation variance ofthe hydrometeor (h|′2ip ). At one extreme, the

standard deviation of each component could be set to0 and the within-precipitation variance could

be accounted for by spreading the PDF component (within-precip.) means far apart. The value ofR

in this scenario would be its minimum possible value, which is 0. At the other extreme, the means290

of each component could be set equal to each other and the in-precip. variance could be accounted

for entirely by the PDF component (in-precip.) standard deviations. The value ofR in this scenario

would be its maximum possible value, which isRmax.

In order to calculate the value ofRmax, setµh(1) = µh(2) = h|ip andR = Rmax. Eq. (22) becomes

h′2 +h
2

= h|ip
2 (

ξ(1)fp(1) (1+Rmax (1+ ζ∗)) + ξ(2)fp(2) (1+Rmax)
)
. (23)295

When Eq. (16) is substituted into Eq. (23),Rmax is solved for and the equation is

Rmax =
(

fp

ξ(1)fp(1) (1+ ζ∗) + ξ(2)fp(2)

)
h|′2ip
h|ip

2 . (24)

In the scenario thatζ∗ = 0 the equation forRmax reduces to the ratio ofh|′2ip to h|ip
2
.

In order to calculate the value ofR, a parameter is used to prescribe the ratio ofR to its maximum

value,Rmax. The prescribed parameter is denotedo∗, where300

R = o∗Rmax, (25)

and where0≤ o∗ ≤ 1. BothR andRmax are known functions of the inputs and tunable parameters.

Wheno∗ = 0, the standard deviation of each PDF component is0, andµh(1) is spread far fromµh(2).

Wheno∗ = 1, thenµh(1) = µh(2), and the standard deviations of the PDF components account for

all of the in-precip. variance. At intermediate values ofo∗, the means of each PDF component are305

somewhat spread apart and each PDF component has some width.The new equation for hydrometeor

variance becomes

h′2 = ξ(1)fp(1) (1+ o∗Rmax (1+ ζ∗))µ2
h(1) + ξ(2)fp(2) (1+ o∗Rmax)µ2

h(2)−h
2
. (26)

The two remaining unknowns,µh(1) andµh(2), can be solved by a set of two equations, Eq. (18)

for h and Eq. (26) forh′2. All other quantities in the equation set are known quantities. To find the310

solution, Eq. (18) is rewritten to isolateµh(2) such that

µh(2) =
h− ξ(1)fp(1)µh(1)

ξ(2)fp(2)
. (27)
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The above equation is substituted into Eq. (26). The resulting equation is rewritten in the form

Qaµ2
h(1) +Qbµh(1) +Qc = 0, (28)

so the solution to the quadratic equation forµh(1) is315

µh(1) =
−Qb ±

√
Q2

b − 4QaQc

2Qa
, (29)

where:

Qa = ξ(1)fp(1) (1+ o∗Rmax (1+ ζ∗)) +
ξ2
(1)f

2
p(1)

ξ(2)fp(2)
(1+ o∗Rmax) ,

Qb =−2
ξ(1)fp(1)

ξ(2)fp(2)
(1+ o∗Rmax)h, and

Qc =−
(

h′2 +
(

1− 1+ o∗Rmax

ξ(2)fp(2)

)
h

2
)

. (30)

The value ofQa is always positive and the value ofQb is always negative. The value ofQc can

be positive, negative, or zero. Since
(
1− (1+ o∗Rmax)/

(
ξ(2)fp(2)

))
h

2
is always negative andh′2320

is always positive, the sign ofQc depends on which term is greater in magnitude.

Whenh′2 is greater, the sign ofQc is negative. This means that−4QaQc is positive, which in

turn means that
√

Q2
b − 4QaQc is greater in magnitude than−Qb. If the subtraction option of the

± were to be chosen, the value ofµh(1) would be negative in this scenario. At first glance, it might

appear natural to always choose the addition option. However, this set of equations was derived with325

the condition thatµh(1) equalsµh(2) wheno∗ = 1. Whenζ∗ ≥ 0, this happens when the addition

option is chosen, but not when the subtraction option is chosen. However, whenζ∗ < 0, this happens

when the subtraction option is chosen, but not when the addition option is chosen. So, the equation

for µh(1) becomes

µh(1) =





−Qb +
√

Q2
b − 4QaQc

2Qa
, when ζ∗ ≥ 0; and

−Qb −
√

Q2
b − 4QaQc

2Qa
, when ζ∗ < 0.

(31)330

The value ofµh(2) can now be solved for through Eq. (27). Afterµh(1) andµh(2) have been solved,

σh(1) andσh(2) can be solved by plugging Eq. (25) back into Eq. (21) and Eq. (20), respectively.

As the value ofh|′2ip/h|ip
2

increases and as the value ofo∗ decreases (narrowing the in-precip.

standard deviations and increasing the spread between the in-precip. means), one of the component

means may become negative. This happens because there is a limit to the amount of in-precip.335

variance that can be represented by this kind of distribution. In order to prevent out-of-bounds values

of µh(1) or µh(2), a lower limit is declared, calledµh|min, whereµh|min is a small, positive value

that is typically set to be two orders of magnitude smaller than h|ip. The value ofµh(1) or µh(2) will

be limited from becoming any smaller (or negative) at this value. From there, the value of the other
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hydrometeor in-precip. component mean is easy to calculate. Then, both values will be entered into340

the calculation of hydrometeor variance in Eq. (22), which will be rewritten to solve forR. Then,

both the hydrometeor mean and hydrometeor variance will be preserved with a valid distribution.

When the value ofζ∗ ≥ 0, the value ofµh(1) tends to be larger than the value ofµh(2). Like-

wise when the value ofζ∗ < 0, the value ofµh(2) tends to be larger than the value ofµh(1). Since

most cloud water and cloud fraction tends to be found in PDF component 1, it is appropriate and345

advantageous to have the larger in-precip. component mean of the hydrometeor also found in PDF

component 1. The recommended value ofζ∗ is a value greater than or equal to0.

This method of closing the hydrometeor PDF parameter equation set produces a DDL hydrom-

eteor PDF shape when0 < o∗ < 1 or whenζ∗ 6= 0. The DL hydrometeor PDF shape is produced

simply by settingo∗ = 1 andζ∗ = 0. These settings forceµh(1) = µh(2) andσh(1) = σh(2), which350

result in a single lognormal within the precipitating portion of the subgrid domain. Furthermore,

if, in addition to settingo∗ = 1 andζ∗ = 0, one simply setsfp(1) = fp(2) = 1, then precipitation is

found everywhere within the subgrid domain, producing the SL hydrometeor PDF shape. Hence it

is very easy to change between DDL, DL, and SL hydrometeor PDFshapes. Additionally, it should

be noted that there is only oneo∗ and only oneζ∗ applied to all the hydrometeor species inh.355

In limited testing, the value of the tunable parameterζ∗ did not affect the results much for

CLUBB’s DDL PDF shape. The value ofζ∗ has been left at0, effectively eliminating a tunable

or adjustable parameter from the scheme. Whenζ∗ = 0, the DDL shape approaches the DL shape

aso∗ approaches1. As o∗ approaches0, the DDL shape approaches a double-delta in-precip. (in

addition to the delta at0). Additionally, when0 < o∗ < 1, the within-precipitation skewness of the360

hydrometeor field is influenced byυ∗. As υ∗ approaches0, the within-precipitation distribution be-

comes more highly (positively) skewed. In Gaussian space (see Section 5), the in-precip. distribution

is positively skewed. Asυ∗ approaches1, the within-precipitation distribution is less (positively)

skewed. In Gaussian space, the in-precip. distribution is negatively skewed. For the results presented

in this paper for the DDL hydrometeor PDF shape, the remaining two tunable parameters have been365

set to the valueso∗ = 0.5 andυ∗ = 0.55.

4 Model setup and testing

There is insufficient data from observations to calculate all the fields that need to be input into

CLUBB’s PDF. However, this data can be supplied easily and plentifully by a LES. In this paper,

LES output of precipitating cases is simulated by the Systemfor Atmospheric Modeling (SAM)370

(Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003). SAM uses an anelastic equation set that predicts liquid water

static energy, total water mixing ratio, vertical velocity, and both the south-north and west-east

components of horizontal velocity. Additionally, it predicts hydrometeor fields as directed by the

chosen microphysics scheme. A predictive 1.5-order subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy clo-
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sure is used to compute the subgrid-scale fluxes (Deardorff,1980). SAM uses a fixed, Cartesian375

spatial grid and a third-order Adams-Bashforth time-stepping scheme. It uses periodic boundary

conditions and a rigid lid at the top of the domain. The second-order MPDATA (multidimensional

positive definite advection transport algorithm) scheme isused to advect the predictive variables

(Smolarkiewicz and Grabowski, 1990).

In order to assess the generality of the different hydrometeor PDF shapes for different cloud380

regimes, SAM was used to run three idealized test cases — a precipitating shallow cumulus case,

a drizzling stratocumulus case, and a deep convective case.The use of cases from differing cloud

regimes help avoid overfitting the parameterizations of PDFshape. The setup for the precipitating

shallow cumulus test case was based on the Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) LES intercom-

parison (van Zanten et al., 2011). The horizontal resolution was 100 m, and 256 grid boxes were used385

in each horizontal direction. The vertical resolution was aconstant 40 m and 100 grid boxes were

used in the vertical. The model time step was 1 s and the duration of the simulation was 72 hours. A

vertical profile of level-averaged statistics was output every minute and a three-dimensional snapshot

of hydrometeor fields was output every hour.

The RICO simulation was run with SAM’s implementation of theKhairoutdinov and Kogan (2000,390

hereafter KK) warm microphysics scheme. KK microphysics predicts bothrr andNr. SAM’s im-

plementation of KK microphysics uses a saturation adjustment to diagnoserc, and cloud droplet

concentration is set to a constant value (which is70 cm−3 for RICO).

The setup for the drizzling stratocumulus test case was taken from the LES intercomparison based

on research flight two (RF02) of the second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus395

(DYCOMS-II) field experiment (Ackerman et al., 2009). The horizontal resolution was 50 m and

128 grid boxes were used in each horizontal direction. An unevenly-spaced vertical grid was used

containing 96 grid boxes and covering a domain of 1459.3 m. The model time step was 0.5 s and the

duration of the simulation was six hours. A vertical profile of level-averaged statistics was output

every minute and a three-dimensional snapshot of hydrometeor fields was output every 30 minutes.400

The DYCOMS-II RF02 simulation was also run with SAM’s implementation of KK microphysics

and used a constant cloud droplet concentration of55 cm−3.

The setup for the deep convective test case was taken from theLES intercomparison based on

the Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere (LBA) experiment (Grabowski et al., 2006). The horizontal

resolution was 1000 m, and 128 grid boxes were used in each horizontal direction. An unevenly-405

spaced vertical grid was used, containing 128 grid boxes andcovering a domain of 27500 m. The

model time step was 6 s and the duration of the simulation was six hours. A vertical profile of level-

averaged statistics was output every minute and a three-dimensional snapshot of hydrometeor fields

was output every 15 minutes for the final 3.5 hours of the simulation.

The LBA case requires a microphysics scheme that can accountfor ice-phase hydrometeor species.410

The LBA simulation was run with Morrison et al. (2005) microphysics, which predicts the mixing
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ratio and number concentration (per unit mass) of rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel. SAM’s im-

plementation of Morrison microphysics diagnosesrc using a saturation adjustment right before the

microphysics is called and then allows microphysics to update the value ofrc, which in turn is used

to update the valuert. Cloud droplet concentration was set to a constant value of100 cm−3.415

CLUBB’s hydrometeor PDF shapes will be compared to histograms of hydrometeors produced

by SAM LES data. Our goal is to isolate errors in the PDF shape itself. In order to eliminate sources

of error outside of the PDF shape and provide an “apples-to-apples” comparison of CLUBB’s PDF

shapes to SAM data, we drive CLUBB’s PDF using SAM LES fields, rather than perform interactive

CLUBB simulations. The following fields are taken from SAM’sstatistical profiles and are used as420

inputs to CLUBB’s PDF:rt, θl, w′2, r′2t , θ′2l , w′r′t, w′θ′l, r′tθ
′
l, w′3, fp, rr, r′2r , Nr, andN ′2

r . For

the LBA case, we addri, r′2i , Ni, N ′2
i , rs, r′2s , Ns, N ′2

s , rg, r′2g , Ng, andN ′2
g . Another input to

CLUBB’s PDF isw. The value ofw from large-scale forcing is set according to case specifications

in both SAM and CLUBB. CLUBB’s PDF is generated at every SAM vertical level and at every

output time of SAM level-averaged statistical profiles.425

Additionally, covariances that involve at least one hydrometeor are added to the above list and

are used to calculate the PDF component correlations of the same two variables. These covariances

arer′tr′r, θ′lr
′
r, r′tN ′

r, θ′lN
′
r, andr′rN ′

r. Please see Appendix A for more details on the calculation of

PDF component correlations. The values of the component correlations do not affect the individual

marginal PDFs of the hydrometeors. They are included for thecalculation of microphysics process430

rates (see section 5.2).

Owing to differences between the KK and Morrison microphysics schemes in SAM,fp used by

CLUBB’s PDF is computed slightly differently depending on which microphysics scheme is used by

SAM. The differences are due to the number of hydrometeor species involved in the microphysics,

the thresholding found internally in the microphysics codes, and the variables that are output to435

statistics by SAM. KK microphysics contains only rain, and SAM’s implementation of KK micro-

physics clips any value ofrr (and with itNr) below a threshold value in clear air. Therefore, it is

simple to setfp to the fraction of the domain occupied by non-zero values ofrr andNr. Morrison

microphysics predicts rain, ice, snow, and graupel. For each of these species, SAM outputs a frac-

tion. To provide an apples-to-apples comparison with CLUBB, fp is approximated as the greatest of440

these four fractions at any particular grid level.

5 Results

We first evaluate the shape of the idealized PDFs directly against LES. Histograms of SAM LES

data are generated from the three-dimensional snapshots ofhydrometeor fields. One histogram is

generated at every vertical level for each hydrometeor field. A histogram of a SAM hydrometeor445
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field is compared to the CLUBB marginal PDF of that hydrometeor field at the same vertical level

and output time. The comparison is done with each of the SL, DL, and DDL PDF shapes.

Figure 2 compares marginal PDFs involvingrr andNr for the RICO case at an altitude of 380 m

and a time of 4200 min. For the plot of the PDF ofrr in Fig. 2a, the delta function atrr = 0 has been

omitted. The SAM data is divided into 100 bins, equally-sized in rr, that range from the largest value450

of rr to the smallest positive value ofrr. (In what follows, all histograms use 100 equal-size bins,

arranged from smallest to largest value.) The SL hydrometeor PDF shape significantly overpredicts

the PDF at small values ofrr and significantly underpredicts it at large values ofrr. These errors are

an expected consequence of the single lognormal’s attempt to fit the precipitation-less area. The DL

and DDL PDF shapes provide a much closer match to the SAM data.455

Each of the CLUBB hydrometeor PDF shapes has a lognormal distribution within precipitation

in each PDF component. Taking the natural logarithm of everypoint of a lognormal distribution

produces a normal distribution, and so the plot of the PDF oflnrr in Fig. 2b is a normal distribution

in each PDF component for each of the DDL, DL, and SL PDF shapes. The plot of the PDF oflnrr

(hereafter referred to as the PDF ofrr in Gaussian space) complements the aforementioned plot of460

the PDF ofrr (Fig. 2a). The plot of the PDF ofrr is log-scaled on the y-axis, accentuating the small

values ofP (rr) that are found at large values ofrr. The plot of the PDF oflnrr accentuates the

PDF at small values ofrr.

The plot of the PDF oflnrr is a plot of only the within-precipitation portion of the distribution,

omitting all zero-values. The in-precip. portion of the PDFis divided byfp, which allows the area465

under the curve to integrate to 1. The PDF shown in Fig. 2b is the Gaussianized form of Eq. (32).

Figure 2b shows that the SL hydrometeor PDF shape significantly misses the mark, for its peak

is located too far to the left of the bulk of the SAM LES data. This shift of the peak to excessively

small values is to be expected of a continuous PDF shape that tries to include a delta function at

zero. The DL PDF shape is far too peaked in comparison to the SAM LES data, which is spread out470

broadly in Gaussian space. The DDL PDF shape is able to achieve a spread-out shape because it has

two different means within precipitation. This allows it tobetter fit the more platykurtic shape of the

SAM LES data in Gaussian space.

The plot of the PDF of RICONr is found in Fig. 2c and the Gaussian-space plot ofNr is found

in Fig. 2d. Similar torr, the SL shape overpredicts the PDF at small values ofNr and underpredicts475

it at large values ofNr. In Gaussian space, it is easy to see that SL’s peak is locatedtoo far to the

left. The DDL shape provides a better fit than the DL shape to SAM LES data in Fig. 2c. Again, the

DL shape is too peaked in Fig. 2d, whereas the bimodal DDL is able to spread out, which provides

a better match to SAM LES data.

Figure 3 contains scatterplots that show the bivariate PDF of rr andNr for both SAM LES and480

CLUBB’s PDF in RICO at the same altitude and time as Fig. 2. TheCLUBB PDF scatterpoints

were generated by sampling the DDL PDF using an unweighted Monte Carlo sampling scheme.
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This demonstrates the advantages of the multivariate nature of CLUBB’s PDF. The hydrometeor

fields are correlated the same way in CLUBB’s PDF as they are inSAM LES.

Figure 4 compares marginal PDFs involvingrr andNr for the DYCOMS-II RF02 case at an485

altitude of 400 m and a time of 330 min. All three hydrometeor PDF shapes provide a decent match

to the SAM LES data. In Fig. 4a and Fig. 4c, the SL and DL PDF shapes dip a little below the

SAM LES line in the middle of the data range forrr andNr, respectively. The DDL PDF shape

stays closer to the SAM LES line in this region. Additionally, the SL PDF shape overestimates the

SAM LES line close to the y-axis. In Fig. 4b and Fig. 4d, the Gaussian-space plots show that the490

two components of the DDL shape superimpose more than they did for the RICO case, owing to the

reduced within-precipitation variance in the drizzling stratocumulus case.

Figure 5 compares marginal PDFs involvingrr andNr for the LBA case at an altitude of 2424 m

and a time of 330 min. Compared to SAM’s PDF, the DDL hydrometeor PDF shape is too bimodal,

but it still provides the best match of the three hydrometeorPDF shapes to SAM data.495

To indicate whether the three PDF shapes work for ice-phase hydrometeors, we compare marginal

PDFs involvingri andNi for the LBA case at an altitude of 10500 m and a time of 360 min (Fig-

ure 6). Similar to therr andNr plots for RICO and LBA, Fig. 6a and Fig. 6c show that the SL PDF

shape overpredicts the PDF at small values ofri andNi and underpredicts it at large values ofri

andNi. The DL shape provides a better fit than the SL, and the DDL has aslightly better fit than the500

DL. The Gaussian-space plots in Fig. 6b and Fig. 6d show that the SAM LES distribution oflnri

and lnNi is again platykurtic. The SL PDF shape has a peak that is shifted to the left. The DDL

hydrometeor PDF shape is able to spread out the most to cover the platykurtic shape of the LES in

Gaussian space.

Why does the DDL PDF shape match LES output better than the DL shape in the aforementioned505

figures? The PDFs (in Gaussian space) for the LES of RICO and LBA show a broad, flat distribution

of hydrometeor values from the LES. The DL shape is too peakedin comparison to the LES data.

The DDL shape is able to spread out the component means and thereby handle the platykurtic shape

better.

Why does SAM LES data have a platykurtic shape in Gaussian space in these cases? One possible510

cause is the partly cloudy (and partly rainy) nature of thesecases. In these partly rainy cases, a

relatively high percentage of the precipitation occurs in “edge regions” near the non-precipitating

region. These regions usually correspond to the edge of cloud or outside of cloud. Evaporation (or

less accretion) occurs in these regions, increasing the area occupied by smaller amounts of rain. Yet,

there is also an area of more intense precipitation near the center of the precipitating region, which515

produces larger amounts of rain. Collectively, the areas ofsmall and large rain amount produce the

large spread in the hydrometeor spectrum.

The DYCOMS-II RF02 PDFs from the LES tend not to share the platykurtic shape seen in the

other cases. The RF02 case is overcast, so there are not as many “edge” regions of precipitation as
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found in partly rainy cases. There is much less in-precip. variance in the RF02 case. The simpler PDF520

shape is easier to fit by all the PDF shapes (SL, DL, and DDL). Tofurther illuminate the physics

underlying the PDF shapes produced by LES, further study would be needed.

5.1 Quality of fit: general scores

While a lot can be learned by looking at plots of the hydrometeor PDFs, they are anecdotal and

cannot tell us how well the idealized PDF shapes work generally. To obtain anoverall quantification525

of the quality of the fit, we calculate the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) and the Cramer-von Mises

(C-vM) scores.

Both the K-S and C-vM tests compare the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the idealized

distribution to the CDF of the empirical data (in this case, SAM LES data). Both tests require that the

CDFs be continuous. Therefore, the scores are calculated using only the within-precipitation portion530

of the hydrometeor PDF in Eq. (8). The DDL, DL, and SAM LES dataall have the same precipitation

fraction. The in-precip. portion of the PDF is normalized bydividing by precipitation fraction so that

it integrates to 1. The equation for the in-precip. portion of the marginal PDF,P (h)|ip, is

P (h)|ip = ξ(1)

fp(1)

fp
PL(1) (h) + ξ(2)

fp(2)

fp
PL(2) (h) , (32)

wherePL(i) is given by Eq. (9).535

The K-S score is the greatest difference between the empirical in-precip. CDF,Ce (h)|ip, and the

idealized in-precip. CDF,C (h)|ip, at any point inh > 0. In order to run the tests, the SAM LES data

from the requested level and time was sorted in the order of increasing value. This was done only for

points where the requested hydrometeor was found. The K-S score is given by (Stephens, 1970)

KS = max
h

∣∣∣Ce (h)|ip− C (h)|ip
∣∣∣ = max

(
KS+, KS−

)
, where

KS+ = max
1≤κ≤np

(
κ

np
− C (hκ)|ip

)
and KS− = max

1≤κ≤np

(
C (hκ)|ip−

κ− 1
np

)
. (33)540

The number of data points in SAM LES where the hydrometeor is found is denotednp, andhκ is

the value of the hydrometeor at SAM LES ordered data pointκ.

Unlike the K-S test, which only considers the greatest difference between the CDFs, the C-vM test

is based on an integral that includes the differences between the CDFs over the entire distribution.

The integral is (Anderson, 1962)545

ω2 =
∫ (

Ce (h)|ip− C (h)|ip
)2

d C (h)|ip . (34)

The C-vM score is calculated by (Anderson, 1962; Stephens, 1970)

CVM = ω2np =
1

12np
+

np∑

κ=1

(
2κ− 1
2np

− C (hκ)|ip
)2

. (35)

The K-S and C-vM test scores are produced at every LES vertical level and three-dimensional

statistical output time for every hydrometeor species. This results in a large number of scores. We550
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desire that each hydrometeor species have a single K-S scoreand a single C-vM score in order to

more easily compare the DDL, DL, and SL hydrometeor shapes. We calculate this score by averaging

the individual level scores over multiple levels and multiple output times. For K-S this is simple, and

the result is〈KS〉 (where angle brackets denote an average over multiple levels and times). The

C-vM test score in Eq. (35) is dependent on the number of precipitating grid points. This number555

changes between vertical levels and output times, so the C-vM scores cannot simply be averaged.

Rather, they are normalized first by dividingCVM by np to produceω2 at every level and time.

Those results are averaged to calculate
〈
ω2

〉
.

After inspecting profiles of SAM LES results for mean mixing ratios in height and time, regions

were identified in height and time where the mean mixing ratioof a species was always at least560

5.0× 10−6 kg kg−1. Averaging of the scores was restricted to these regions in order to eliminate

from consideration levels that do not contain the hydrometeor or contain only small amounts of the

hydrometeor with a small number of samples. RICO test scoresfor rr andNr were averaged from

the surface through 2780 m. and from 4200 min. through 4320 min. DYCOMS-II RF02 test scores

for rr andNr were averaged from 277 m. through 808 m. and from 300 min. to 360 min.565

The LBA case contains both liquid and frozen-phase hydrometeor species. LBA test scores forrr

andNr were averaged from the surface through 6000 m and from 285 minthrough 360 min. The test

scores forrg andNg were averaged from 4132 m through 9750 m and from 315 min through 360

min. The test scores forrs andNs were averaged from 5026 m through 9000 m and from 345 min

through 360 min. Finally, the test scores forri andNi were averaged from 10250 m through 11750 m570

at 360 min. For the LBA case, the value offp used by CLUBB’s PDF was based on the greatest value

of SAM output variables for rain fraction, ice fraction, snow fraction, and graupel fraction. Each of

these statistics is the fraction of the SAM domain occupied by values of the relevant mixing ratio

of at least1.0× 10−6 kg kg−1. In order to keep the comparison of the PDF shapes to SAM data

consistent, values lower than this threshold were omitted from the calculations of the individual575

level-and-time scores for K-S and C-vM.

The results of〈KS〉 are listed in Table 1 for every hydrometeor species in every case. The DDL

PDF shape has the lowest average score for every case and hydrometeor species except for one.

The DL PDF shape edges out the DDL in the DYCOMS-II RF02Nr comparison. The SL PDF

shape has the highest average score for every case and hydrometeor species, except for the LBArr580

comparison, where it has the second-lowest score and the DL has the highest score. The results of
〈
ω2

〉
are listed in Table 2. The DDL PDF shape has the lowest averagescore for every case and

hydrometeor species, the DL shape has the second-lowest average score, and the SL shape has the

highest average score.

We note the important caveat that, as compared to DL, DDL has more adjustable parameters. A585

parameterization with more free parameters would be expected to provide a better fit to a training

data set. Therefore, although DDL matches the LES output more closely than does DL, we can-
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not be certain, based on the analysis presented here, that DDL will outperform DL on a different

validation dataset. For a deeper analysis, one could use a model selection method that penalizes

parameterizations with more parameters. We leave such an analysis for future work.590

5.2 Microphysical process rates

A primary reason to improve the accuracy of hydrometeor PDFsis to improve the accuracy of the

calculation of microphysical process rates. In this section, we compare the accuracy of calculations

of microphysical process rates based on the SL, DL, and DDL PDF shapes.

In the simulations of RICO and DYCOMS-II RF02, both SAM LES and CLUBB use KK micro-595

physics. The process rates output are the mean evaporation rate ofrr, the mean accretion rate ofrr,

and the mean autoconversion rate ofrr. Also recorded is rain drop mean volume radius, which is

important for sedimentation velocity of rain. In order to account for subgrid variability in the micro-

physics, the KK microphysics process rate equations have been upscaled (to grid-box scale) using

analytic integration over the PDF (Larson and Griffin, 2013;Griffin and Larson, 2013). The updates600

to the multivariate PDF (see Section 2) require updates to the upscaled process rate equations. The

updated forms of these equations are listed in the Supplement.

Figure 7 shows profiles of RICO mean microphysics process rates. The mean evaporation rate

profile in Fig. 7a shows that all three shapes over-evaporateat higher altitudes, but that SL and DL

over-evaporate more than DDL. It should be noted that the reason for the over-evaporation at higher605

altitudes in the RICO case is the marginal PDF ofχ produced by ADG2. While it provides a good

match between CLUBB and SAM LES in the fields of cloud fractionandrc, the value ofσχ(1) is

far too large. Whenχ andrr (or Nr) are distributed jointly, this results in too many large values of

rr (or Nr) being placed in air that is far too dry. RICO mean evaporation rate could benefit from an

improved ADG2 in order to produce a better marginal distribution of χ, but that is beyond the scope610

of this paper.

Figure 7b shows that both the DL and DDL PDF shapes match the LES mean accretion rate

profile much better than does the SL shape. The mean autoconversion rate depends onχ andNcn

but not hydrometeor variables, and so the autoconversion rate is the same for all three PDF shapes

(not shown). The overall mean microphysics rate — i.e., the sum of the evaporation, accretion, and615

autoconversion rates — is fit best by the DDL shape and worst bythe SL shape. Both DDL and DL

are a much better match to the SAM profile of rain drop mean volume radius than SL (Fig. 7d).

Figure 8 shows that all three hydrometeor PDF shapes providea good match to SAM LES for

DYCOMS-II RF02. In Fig. 8d, the SL PDF shape deviates more strongly from SAM LES than does

DL or DDL near the bottom of the profile of rain drop mean volumeradius.620

In the simulation of LBA, Morrison microphysics was used in both the SAM LES and CLUBB.

In order to account for subgrid variability in the microphysics, sample points from the PDF are pro-

duced at every grid level using the Subgrid Importance LatinHypercube Sampler (SILHS) (Raut and Larson,
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2015; Larson and Schanen, 2013; Larson et al., 2005). For theLBA case, 128 sample points were

drawn. Morrison microphysics is then called using each set of sample points, and the results are625

averaged to calculate the mean microphysics process rates.

Figure 9 shows the same mean microphysics process rates as inprevious figures, but here for LBA.

The profile of mean evaporation rate in Fig. 9a shows that DDL is the best match to SAM LES. The

profile of mean accretion rate in Fig. 9b shows that DDL is the best match to SAM, followed by DL

and then SL. The overall (autoconversion + accretion + evaporation) warm microphysics process630

rate profile is best matched by the DDL hydrometeor PDF shape,followed by the DL shape, which

in turn is followed by the SL shape (Fig. 9c).

6 Conclusions

The multivariate PDF used by CLUBB has been updated to improve the subgrid representation of hy-

drometeor species. The most important update is the introduction of precipitation fraction to the PDF.635

The precipitating fraction contains any non-zero values ofany hydrometeor species included in the

microphysics scheme. The remainder of the subgrid domain isprecipitation-less and is represented

by a delta function where every hydrometeor species has a value of zero. When a hydrometeor is

found at a grid level, its representation in the precipitating portion of the subgrid domain is a lognor-

mal or double lognormal distribution. The introduction of precipitation fraction increases accretion640

and decreases evaporation in cumulus cases, allowing more precipitation to reach the ground.

Additionally, a new method has been developed to calculate the within-precipitation mean and

standard deviation of a hydrometeor species in each component of CLUBB’s two-component PDF.

This method preserves the grid-box mean and variance of the hydrometeor species. By simply chang-

ing the values of tunable parameters, CLUBB’s marginal PDF for a hydrometeor can be changed645

from a delta-double-lognormal (DDL) to a delta-lognormal (DL) or to a single-lognormal (SL)

shape.

In order to compare the effectiveness of the three hydrometeor PDF shapes, three simulations –

a precipitating shallow cumulus case (RICO), a drizzling stratocumulus case (DYCOMS-II RF02),

and a deep convective case (LBA) – were run using SAM LES. Statistical output values from the650

LES for the grid-level mean and turbulent fields were used to drive the PDF for each hydrometeor

PDF shape. The idealized PDF shapes were compared to the SAM LES results. The DDL PDF shape

produced the lowest average K-S and average normalized C-vMscores when compared to SAM LES

results, followed by the DL PDF shape. Both produced lower scores than the original SL PDF shape.

However, for DYCOMS-II RF02, all three PDF shapes were in almost equal agreement with SAM655

LES results.

The DL and DDL PDFs possess three important properties: 1) they are multivariate, and hence

can represent interactions among multiple hydrometeor species; 2) they admit a precipitation-less
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region, which is necessary to permit realistic process rates in cumulus cloud layers; and 3) they have

realistic tails, as evidenced by the comparisons with LES shown here. Because of these three prop-660

erties, the DL and DDL PDFs may be general enough and accurateenough to adequately represent

hydrometeor variability over a range of important cloud types, including shallow cumulus, deep cu-

mulus, and stratocumulus clouds. This generality, in turn,may help enable parameterization of these

clouds types in a more unified way. Indeed, an early version ofthe DDL PDF has already been used

to represent hydrometeor subgrid variability in some interactive simulations with a unified cloud665

parameterization. Namely, the DDL PDF was used in the interactive single-column simulations of

these cloud types by Storer et al. (2015) and in the global simulations by Thayer-Calder et al. (2015).

Further testing would be required, however, to better understand the limits of the DL and DDL PDFs.

Better understanding is particularly desirable in, for instance, mixed-phase and glaciated clouds. This

has been left for future work.670

Appendix A: Back-solving PDF component correlations

In Section 5, mean microphysics process rates were calculated either by using the analytical inte-

gration of a local microphysics scheme or by using SILHS to sample the PDF in order to drive a

local microphysics scheme. Both methods require information on the PDF component correlations.

These correlations can be back-solved when given the overall (grid-box) covariance of the necessary675

variables.

A1 PDF component correlation of a binormal variate and a hydrometeor

The PDFcomponent correlation of a binormal variate (usingrt as an example) and a hydrometeor

can be back-solved when their covariance,r′th′, is provided. Their covariance can be written in terms

of PDF parameters by integrating over the PDF, such that680

r′th′ =

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

0

(rt − rt)
(
h−h

)
P (rt,h)dhdrt, (A1)

whereP (rt,h) is the bivariate marginal PDF ofrt andh in the ith PDF component. This equation

can be rewritten as

r′th′ =
n∑

i=1

ξ(i)

∞∫

−∞

∞∫

0

(rt − rt)
(
h−h

)(
fp(i)PNL(i) (rt,h)

+
(
1− fp(i)

)
PN(i) (rt) δ (h)

)
dhdrt, (A2)

wherePNL(i) (rt,h) is theith component bivariate PDF involving one normal variate andone log-685

normal variate, and wherePN(i) (rt) is a normal distribution in theith component. This equation is
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integrated and reduced, resulting in

r′th′ =
n∑

i=1

ξ(i)fp(i)

(
µrt(i)− rt + ρ̃rt,h(i)σrt(i)σ̃h(i)

)
µh(i), (A3)

whereµrt(i) andσrt(i) are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, ofrt in theith PDF com-

ponent.690

The variable that needs to be solved for isρ̃rt,h(i), which is the within-precipitation correlation of

rt andlnh in the ith PDF component. This is the normal-space correlation thatis required for use

in the microphysics. It is related to theith component within-precipitation correlation ofrt andh,

ρrt,h(i), by

ρrt,h(i) = ρ̃rt,h(i)σ̃h(i)

µh(i)

σh(i)
. (A4)695

The covariancer′th′ given by Eq. (A3) can be written in terms of CLUBB’s two-component PDF

(n = 2) as

r′th′ =ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µrt(1)− rt + ρ̃rt,h(1)σrt(1)σ̃h(1)

)
µh(1)

+ ξ(2)fp(2)

(
µrt(2)− rt + ρ̃rt,h(2)σrt(2)σ̃h(2)

)
µh(2). (A5)

The overall covariance is provided, so the component correlation can be back-solved by setting

ρ̃rt,h(1) = ρ̃rt,h(2) (= ρ̃rt,h). The result is700

ρ̃rt,h =
r′th′− ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µrt(1)− rt

)
µh(1)− ξ(2)fp(2)

(
µrt(2)− rt

)
µh(2)

ξ(1)fp(1)σrt(1)σ̃h(1)µh(1) + ξ(2)fp(2)σrt(2)σ̃h(2)µh(2)
, (A6)

where−1≤ ρ̃rt,h ≤ 1.

The equation forr′th′ given in Eq. (A5) is for a fully-varying PDF in both components (σrt(i) > 0

andσh(i) > 0). A variable may have a constant value in a PDF sub-component. When this hap-

pens, the PDF of the constant variable is a delta function at the ith sub-component mean. When705

σrt(i) > 0 andσh(i) = 0, rt varies inith component buth is constant within precipitation. The PDF

PNL(i) (rt,h) becomesPN(i) (rt) δ
(
h−µh(i)

)
. There also may be situations whereσrt(i) = 0 but

σh(i) > 0, or even whereσrt(i) = 0 andσh(i) = 0.

Whenσrt(1)σh(1) > 0 butσrt(2)σh(2) = 0, the equation forr′th′ is written as

r′th′ = ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µrt(1)− rt + ρ̃rt,h(1)σrt(1)σ̃h(1)

)
µh(1) + ξ(2)fp(2)

(
µrt(2)− rt

)
µh(2). (A7)710

The above equation can be rewritten to solve forρ̃rt,h(1), such that

ρ̃rt,h(1) =
r′th′− ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µrt(1)− rt

)
µh(1)− ξ(2)fp(2)

(
µrt(2)− rt

)
µh(2)

ξ(1)fp(1)σrt(1)σ̃h(1)µh(1)
, (A8)

while ρ̃rt,h(2) is undefined and irrelevant to the microphysics. Whenσrt(1)σh(1) = 0 butσrt(2)σh(2) >

0, the equation forr′th′ is analogous to Eq. (A7). An equation analogous to Eq. (A8) solves for
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ρ̃rt,h(2), while ρ̃rt,h(1) is undefined. In a scenario whereσrt(1)σh(1) = 0 andσrt(2)σh(2) = 0, the715

equation forr′th′ is

r′th′ = ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µrt(1)− rt

)
µh(1) + ξ(2)fp(2)

(
µrt(2)− rt

)
µh(2). (A9)

When this is the case, both̃ρrt,h(1) andρ̃rt,h(2) are undefined.

This method of back-solving for the component correlationswas used to calculate the PDF com-

ponent correlations ofrt andrr, rt andNr, θl andrr, andθl andNr. These were the only correlations720

of this type that were necessary to produce the microphysicsprocess rates used in the comparison.

A2 PDF component correlation of two hydrometeors

The PDFcomponent correlation of two hydrometeors,hx andhy, can be back-solved when their

covariance,h′xh′y, is provided. Their covariance can be written in terms of PDFparameters by inte-

grating over the PDF, such that725

h′xh′y =

∞∫

0

∞∫

0

(
hx −hx

)(
hy −hy

)
P (hx,hy)dhy dhx, (A10)

whereP (hx,hy) is the bivariate marginal PDF ofhx andhy in theith PDF component. This equa-

tion can be rewritten as

h′xh′y =
n∑

i=1

ξ(i)

∞∫

0

∞∫

0

(
hx −hx

)(
hx −hy

)(
fp(i)PLL(i) (hx,hy)

+
(
1− fp(i)

)
δ (hx) δ (hy)

)
dhy dhx, (A11)

wherePLL(i) (hx,hy) is theith component bivariate PDF involving two lognormal variates.730

This equation is integrated and reduced, resulting in

h′xh′y =−hx hy +
n∑

i=1

ξ(i)fp(i)

(
µhx(i)µhy(i) + ρhx,hy(i)σhx(i)σhy(i)

)
, (A12)

whereρhx,hy(i) is the within-precipitation correlation ofhx andhy in theith PDF component. When

the PDF is fully-varying in both components (σhx(i) > 0 andσhy(i) > 0), the covarianceh′xh′y given

by Eq. (A12) can be written in terms of CLUBB’s two-componentPDF as735

h′xh′y =ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µhx(1)µhy(1) + ρhx,hy(1)σhx(1)σhy(1)

)

+ ξ(2)fp(2)

(
µhx(2)µhy(2) + ρhx,hy(2)σhx(2)σhy(2)

)
−hx hy. (A13)

The overall covariance is provided, so the component correlation is solved by settingρhx,hy(1) =

ρhx,hy(2)

(
= ρhx,hy

)
. The result is

ρhx,hy
=

h′xh′y +hx hy − ξ(1)fp(1)µhx(1)µhy(1)− ξ(2)fp(2)µhx(2)µhy(2)

ξ(1)fp(1)σhx(1)σhy(1) + ξ(2)fp(2)σhx(2)σhy(2)
. (A14)
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Whenσhx(1)σhy(1) > 0 butσhx(2)σhy(2) = 0, the equation forh′xh′y is written as740

h′xh′y = ξ(1)fp(1)

(
µhx(1)µhy(1) + ρhx,hy(1)σhx(1)σhy(1)

)
+ ξ(2)fp(2)µhx(2)µhy(2)−hx hy. (A15)

The above equation can be rewritten to solve forρhx,hy(1), such that

ρhx,hy(1) =
h′xh′y +hx hy − ξ(1)fp(1)µhx(1)µhy(1)− ξ(2)fp(2)µhx(2)µhy(2)

ξ(1)fp(1)σhx(1)σhy(1)
, (A16)

whileρhx,hy(2) is undefined and irrelevant to the microphysics. Whenσhx(1)σhy(1) = 0 butσhx(2)σhy(2) >

0, the equation forh′xh′y is analogous to Eq. (A15). An equation analogous to Eq. (A16)solves for745

ρhx,hy(2), while ρhx,hy(1) is undefined. In a scenario whereσhx(1)σhy(1) = 0 andσhx(2)σhy(2) = 0,

the equation forh′xh′y is

h′xh′y = ξ(1)fp(1)µhx(1)µhy(1) + ξ(2)fp(2)µhx(2)µhy(2)−hx hy. (A17)

When this is the case, bothρhx,hy(1) andρhx,hy(2) are undefined.

The variable that needs to be solved for isρ̃hx,hy(i), which is the within-precipitation correlation750

of lnhx andlnhy in theith PDF component. This is the normal-space correlation thatis required for

use in the microphysics, and it is given by

ρ̃hx,hy(i) =
ln

(
1+ ρhx,hy(i)

σhx(i)σhy(i)

µhx(i)µhy(i)

)

σ̃hx(i)σ̃hy(i)
, (A18)

where−1≤ ρ̃hx,hy(i) ≤ 1.

This method of back-solving for the component correlationswas used to calculate the PDF com-755

ponent correlation ofrr andNr. This was the only correlation of this type that was necessary to

produce the microphysics process rates used in the comparison.

Code availability

The CLUBB code is freely available for non-commercial use after registering for an account on the

website http://clubb.larson-group.com. The specific version of CLUBB used in this paper is available760

in the SVN repository located at http://carson.math.uwm.edu/repos/clubb_repos/tags/Hydromet_PDF_shapes.

In the repository is a fileREADME_Hydromet_PDF_shapes which gives instructions for gener-

ating the results found in this paper.
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Table 1.Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic averaged over multiple grid levels and statistical output timesteps com-

paring each of DDL, DL, and SL hydrometeor PDF shapes to SAM LES results. The best (lowest) average score

for each case and hydrometeor species is listed in bold. The DDL has the lowest average score most often, and

the DL has the second-lowest average score most often.

Average Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic

Case-Species 〈KS〉 DDL 〈KS〉 DL 〈KS〉 SL

RICOrr 0.223 0.373 0.496

RICONr 0.182 0.263 0.634

RF02rr 0.131 0.133 0.148

RF02Nr 0.152 0.150 0.170

LBA rr 0.152 0.240 0.201

LBA Nr 0.142 0.187 0.295

LBA rg 0.197 0.307 0.429

LBA Ng 0.165 0.222 0.566

LBA rs 0.177 0.267 0.432

LBA Ns 0.173 0.238 0.492

LBA ri 0.212 0.282 0.614

LBA Ni 0.122 0.210 0.647

Table 2. Normalized Cramer-von Mises statistic averaged over multiple grid levels and statistical output

timesteps comparing each of DDL, DL, and SL hydrometeor PDF shapesto SAM LES results. The best (low-

est) average score for each case and hydrometeor species is listed in bold. The DDL has the lowest average

score every time, and the DL has the second-lowest average score every time.

Average Normalized Cramer-von Mises Statistic

Case-Species
˙
ω2

¸
DDL

˙
ω2

¸
DL

˙
ω2

¸
SL

RICOrr 0.0187 0.0508 0.1255

RICONr 0.0100 0.0238 0.1872

RF02rr 0.0041 0.0049 0.0094

RF02Nr 0.0064 0.0070 0.0136

LBA rr 0.0078 0.0231 0.0282

LBA Nr 0.0081 0.0145 0.0537

LBA rg 0.0159 0.0351 0.1092

LBA Ng 0.0129 0.0194 0.1576

LBA rs 0.0107 0.0240 0.1072

LBA Ns 0.0089 0.0174 0.1261

LBA ri 0.0126 0.0246 0.1968

LBA Ni 0.0046 0.0134 0.2046
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DL DDLSL

Figure 1. A schematic of the single lognormal (SL), delta-lognormal (DL), and delta-double-lognormal (DDL)

hydrometeor PDF shapes. The SL PDF shape is precipitating over the entire subgrid domain, whereas the DL

and DDL shapes are not. In all three plots of the PDFs (where each PDF isa function of a hydrometeor species,

such asrr), the weighted PDF from each PDF component is shown (black dashes and black dots). The sum of

the two are the SL (solid magenta), the DL (solid green), and the DDL (solid blue). The SL does not contain a

delta at 0, and the mean and variance of each PDF component are the same. Each component of the DL has a

delta at 0 (upward pointing black arrows on the y-axis). The sum of the twocomponent deltas forms the DL’s

delta at 0 (upward pointing green arrow). The mean and variance of each DL PDF component are the same

within precipitation. Each component of the DDL also has a delta at 0 (upward pointing black arrows). The

sum of the two component deltas forms the DDL’s delta at 0 (upward pointing blue arrow). The mean and/or

variance differ between DDL PDF components within precipitation.
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Figure 2. PDFs of rain in the RICO precipitating shallow cumulus case at an altitude of 380 m and a time

of 4200 min. The SAM LES results are in red, the DDL results are blue solid lines, the DL results are green

dashed lines, and the SL results are magenta dashed-dotted lines. (a) The marginal distribution ofrr with the

delta atrr = 0 omitted. (b) The marginal distribution oflnrr using the “in-precip. PDF.” This is the within-

precipitation marginal PDF in Gaussian space. (c) The marginal distribution of Nr with the delta atNr = 0

omitted. (d) The marginal distribution oflnNr using the “in-precip. PDF.” Again, this is the in-precip. marginal

PDF in Gaussian space. The DDL provides a better fit to SAM LES than the DL, which in turn provides a better

fit than the SL.
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Figure 3. Joint PDF ofrr andNr in the RICO precipitating shallow cumulus case at an altitude of 380 m and

a time of 4200 min. SAM LES results are the red scatterpoints. CLUBB PDF scatterpoints were generated by

sampling the DDL PDF using an unweighted Monte Carlo scheme. The SAM LES domain is256× 256 grid

points, so to provide for the best comparison of LES points to CLUBB PDF sample points, 65536 CLUBB PDF

sample points were used. The light blue scatterpoints are from PDF component 1 and the dark blue scatterpoints

are from PDF component 2. Every 10th point was plotted from both SAM LES and CLUBB’s PDF. The joint

nature of the PDF allowsrr andNr to correlate the same way in CLUBB as they do in SAM.
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Figure 4. PDFs of rain in the DYCOMS-II RF02 drizzling stratocumulus case at an altitude of 400 m and a

time of 330 min. The SAM LES results are in red, the DDL results are blue solidlines, the DL results are

green dashed lines, and the SL results are magenta dashed-dotted lines.(a) The marginal distribution ofrr

with the delta atrr = 0 omitted. (b) The marginal distribution oflnrr using the “in-precip. PDF.” This is the

within-precipitation marginal PDF in Gaussian space. (c) The marginal distribution of Nr with the delta at

Nr = 0 omitted. (d) The marginal distribution oflnNr using the “in-precip. PDF”, which is the in-precip.

marginal PDF in Gaussian space. Owing to relatively low within-precipitating variance, the three hydrometeor

PDF shapes are all a close match to SAM LES.
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Figure 5. PDFs of rain in the LBA deep convective case at an altitude of 2424 m and atime of 330 min. The

SAM LES results are in red, the DDL results are blue solid lines, the DL resultsare green dashed lines, and the

SL results are magenta dashed-dotted lines. (a) The marginal distributionof rr with the delta atrr = 0 omitted.

(b) The marginal distribution oflnrr using the “in-precip. PDF.” This is the within-precipitation marginal PDF

in Gaussian space. (c) The marginal distribution ofNr with the delta atNr = 0 omitted. (d) The marginal

distribution of lnNr using the “in-precip. PDF”, which is the in-precip. marginal PDF in Gaussian space.

Again, the DDL provides the best fit to SAM LES.
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Figure 6. PDFs of ice in the LBA deep convective case at an altitude of 10500 m and atime of 360 min. The

SAM LES results are in red, the DDL results are blue solid lines, the DL resultsare green dashed lines, and the

SL results are magenta dashed-dotted lines. (a) The marginal distributionof ri with the delta atri = 0 omitted.

(b) The marginal distribution oflnri using the “in-precip. PDF.” This is the within-precipitation marginal PDF

in Gaussian space. (c) The marginal distribution ofNi with the delta atNi = 0 omitted. (d) The marginal

distribution oflnNi using the “in-precip. PDF.” Again, this is the in-precip. marginal PDF in Gaussian space.

The method works for frozen hydrometeor species as well, as the DDL provides a better fit to SAM LES than

the DL, which in turn provides a better fit than the SL.
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Figure 7. Profiles of mean microphysics process rates in the RICO precipitating shallow cumulus case time-

averaged over the last two hours of the simulation (minutes 4200 through 4320). The SAM LES results are

red solid lines, the DDL results are blue solid lines, the DL results are green dashed lines, and the SL results

are magenta dashed-dotted lines. (a) The mean evaporation rate ofrr. (b) The mean accretion rate ofrr. (c)

The overall mean microphysics tendency forrr. (d) The mean volume radius of rain drops. Overall, the DDL

provides a better fit to SAM LES than the DL, which in turn provides a better fitthan the SL.
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Figure 8. Profiles of mean microphysics process rates in the DYCOMS-II RF02 drizzling stratocumulus case

time-averaged over the last hour of the simulation (minutes 300 through 360). The SAM LES results are red

solid lines, the DDL results are blue solid lines, the DL results are green dashed lines, and the SL results are

magenta dashed-dotted lines. (a) The mean evaporation rate ofrr. (b) The mean accretion rate ofrr. (c) The

overall mean microphysics tendency forrr. (d) The mean volume radius of rain drops. All hydrometeor PDF

shapes provide a good fit to SAM LES.
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Figure 9. Profiles of mean warm microphysics process rates in the LBA deep convective case time-averaged

over the last hour of the simulation (minutes 300 through 360). The SAM LES results are red solid lines, the

DDL results are blue solid lines, the DL results are green dashed lines, andthe SL results are magenta dashed-

dotted lines. (a) The mean evaporation rate ofrr. (b) The mean accretion rate ofrr. (c) The overall mean

microphysics tendency forrr. Again, the DDL provides a better fit to SAM LES than the DL, which in turn

provides a better fit than the SL.
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